FOR YOU.
FOR YIELDS.
FOR YEARS.
Founded on a single acre of corn in southern Illinois, AgriGold has produced seed corn backed by proven results and trusted advice for over 85 years.

We are proud to have expanded that commitment to include soybean varieties in our genetic portfolio while continuing to provide the unmatched agronomic knowledge our customers expect.
TRUSTED ADVICE FOR MORE THAN 85 YEARS

85-118
CORN HYBRID MATURITY

0.3-5.5
SOYBEAN VARIETY MATURITY

28+
TREATMENT & TRAIT OPTIONS

1 of 4
Companies developing new inbreds & proprietary germplasms.

PCR
Products are locally tested through a Pre-Commercial Research (PCR) Program and on-farm trials.

“Our AgriGold agronomist and district sales manager have enabled us to have success that in the past we only dreamed of. AgriGold genetics have given us consistent, exceptional results year after year.”

JONATHAN BORGES,
MARSHALL, MO

“AgriGold’s independence is important. It allows access to a pool of genetics from various places and the ability to bring those new proprietary genetics right to our farm. That’s important to our success and profitability.”

JASON REICHENBACH,
GREENFIELD, IN

Let’s Talk Seed
Global seed leaders KWS & Groupe Limagrain established AgReliant Genetics on July 1, 2000, providing over 200 years of seed experience and proven global germplasm. From this solid foundation to its legacy brands that have been in the seed business in the U.S. for 85+ years, AgReliant has grown to be the third largest seed corn company in the U.S., a top five North American agriculture research program and one of the fastest growing independent seed companies in the market.
Genetic research and hybrid development are at the core of AgriGold’s success. As a division of AgReliant Genetics, AgriGold has access to unique genetics and a global research and testing network; AgReliant Genetics’ corn breeders develop and pair our very best inbreds to handle nearly any condition you might face.

**GLOBAL RESEARCH AND GENETICS**

**LOCAL RESEARCH AND RESULTS**

Powered by AgReliant Genetics, our pre-commercial research system includes 480 trials spanning more than 200 unique locations across the U.S. This gives AgriGold Representatives the knowledge to provide a complete understanding of our products genetic and trait performance in addition to how each hybrid performs locally, to address your particular challenges and meet your exact needs.

Since launching this enhanced method of commercial corn research in 2017, AgReliant Genetics tested twice as many new hybrids than with our previous pre-commercial testing approach, in addition to realizing a huge increase in the number of planned trials planted and usable trial data collected. This system reduces variables, increases accuracy and gives us an even more authentic pulse on short and long-term market needs to continue developing industry-leading hybrids.

**WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO CREATE A HYBRID?**

**LISTEN TO THE YIELD MASTERS PODCAST NOW.**

**Puerto Rico**

**Argentina**

**Chile**

**Peru**

Let's Talk Seed
OUR CUSTOMERS’ SUCCESS ALWAYS SHINES THROUGH

Today’s farm measures success differently from generations past. New technologies, data science and greater access to information have leveled the playing field for most growers, making each decision that much more critical in the overall success of their season.

AgriGold’s innovative research program is producing some of the most advanced genetics with an industry-leading focus on diversity and product quality. Combined with our legacy of agronomic expertise, this ensures our customers they’ll have high-performance hybrid options for every yield environment on their farm.

2021 NCGA YIELD RESULTS

Our most successful growers have more in common than just the high-yielding seed they use. That’s because they all know maximizing their acres is a team effort. It takes a combination of the best genetics, know-how and true partnership to be a Yield Master.

CORN YIELD MASTERS

An AgriGold Yield Master is relentless in their pursuit of higher yields. Yield Masters work hand-in-hand with the AgriGold agronomy team to develop ground-breaking agronomic strategies, driven by our industry-leading knowledge of our premium hybrid genetics.

41 STATE WINNERS

1 NATIONAL WINNER

15 STATES REPRESENTED

8 PRODUCTION CLASSES

Let’s Talk Seed